THE NIGHTMARE SAR

Participant pack

This document and other reading

This document has two parts. The first part is guidance about how the course
works and some useful information about subject access exemptions and
some interesting course cases. If you’re confident that you know how subject
access works – the application process, the rules around refusal and
exemptions – then you can skip this but the more you know, the more
options you’ll have. You might also want to look at them on the course.
The second part contains material for the course itself – documents, pictures
and other things that we’ll be working on. I’d prefer you not to look at these,
partly because depending on how things play out, some elements might not
come into play, and partly because I’d prefer an element of surprise.
The course isn’t designed on the basis that you have read or studied
anything in particular – obviously knowledge of the GDPR and particularly
subject access will help.
You could also read the ICO’s new guidance on subject access, which is
available via the links in the email you received from 2040.

On the day, the session will start by looking at the request itself and seeing
how you want to react to what’s been requested. Then we’ll consider some
aspects of the search. Finally, we’ll look at some different documents and
data types to decide what to do with them.

The Nightmare SAR

The scenario is based around a team of people working on Information
Governance in the University of Langley. You and your fellow delegates are a
group of outsourced data protection officers working for ‘Get Data
Protection Right’, a much-admired data protection consultancy. One of you is
the named data protection officer, but when you get a particularly difficult
case, your team often pools your expertise as a team and work out what
advice to give to your client together.
Your client is technically the University, but in practice you work with Jenny
Francis, the head of Risk and Compliance for the University. Jenny will
generally take your advice, but there are other forces at work in the
University, including the Head of HR Astrid Spinnenmann, who sometimes
obtains her own advice from less than expert sources.
The scenario starts with a request from Barry Savage, a notoriously difficult
and vexatious individual who has been the subject of several complaints and
allegations over his time in the university. A complicating factor is that Barry
works in Jenny’s department. He has knowledge of the legislation and so is
likely to challenge the outcome of any decision.
Your job is to guide Jenny to a successful conclusion of Barry’s request – you
can take any approach you like, but you need to discuss the options with
your colleagues and vote on an agreed decision. Sometimes, there will be a
discussion, sometimes a practical exercise which you will do separately so
that you can then come to a joint conclusion.
For each stage of the process, I will explain where your decisions have taken
you, and explain the next development. If at any point, if you genuinely don’t
know what to do or can’t agree, I will give you options, but I will not tell you
what to do. You will need to justify your decisions – so if you’re going to
refuse to do something or provide something, you need to know why.
Any argument you make in terms of handling the request goes back to the
applicant, Barry. He understands Data Protection reasonably well so he will
be able to discern an argument that doesn’t really have any basis in law. He
doesn’t mind if his request causes trouble for the University, but his chief
concern is to get access to the data and so he will back down where he can
see that you are using a reasonable argument based on either the GDPR, the
ICO’s subject access guidance, or a UK court case, and it isn’t worth his time
to challenge this.

Summary of the subject access process
Is the identity of the
applicant verified?

If the request is being
made by someone other
than the applicant, is it
clear that the subject
consents?

Is it clear what data the
person is asking for?

Is the request manifestly
unfounded or excessive?

Do you have all the
information you need to
process the request?

Assess whether you think
the request is complex;
calculate deadline
accordingly

Conduct a reasonable
and proportionate search
for all personal data
relevant to the request

Assess any third party
data and other sensitive
data against the
exemptions

Irreversibly redact any
data you want to refuse,
documenting your
decisions to remove third
party data

Disclose the data to the
applicant

DPA 2018 Exemptions

The Data Protection Act 2018 is detailed. For example, when defining what
constitutes ‘Social Work Data’, several pages are taken up with references to
specific legislation and activities. The GDPR sets out one thing: how personal
data must be handled. The DPA 2018 makes the GDPR work, creates a data
protection regime for both law enforcement and the intelligence services, it
gives the ICO their powers and it amends hundreds of pieces of existing
legislation. The GDPR can be read from start to finish; the DPA 2018 makes
much more sense as a compendium of different elements doing different
jobs. This guide is designed to give you a way in to one specific DPA
element: how the exemptions work. It is my very strong advice that you
consult the DPA when applying any of the exemptions in a practical situation.
Article 23 of the GDPR sets out the parameters for exemptions from normal
data protection practice, but then derogates how the exemptions work to
each member state. The UK decides how to implement the exemptions. The
UK’s vehicle to make this work is the Data Protection Act 2018; to be specific,
four schedules of the Act (i.e. some of the sections at the back). The strategy
was obviously to try to ensure that the exemptions from the GDPR are as
close to those that existed in the DPA 1998 as possible. Wherever possible,
the DPA 2018 exemptions are the same as those in the DPA 1998, to the
extent of using the same wording.
There are two important things to note about the DPA exemptions:
1) The use of exemptions is not mandatory – the data controller chooses how
and whether to apply them in any particular case. They exist to allow the
Data Controller to relax certain Data Protection provisions in order to make it
easier do something that they consider to be important.
2) The exemptions do not give you a power to do anything. You still need to
know why you intend to process the personal data in question, and you need
a lawful basis from the GDPR to process the data – none of the exemptions
take that away. The exemptions take away some parts of some of the
principles that you would otherwise have to comply with.

You might be able to refuse some or part of a subject access request. You
might be able to disclose or obtain data without telling the data subject.
Remember that the logic of this is that in most cases, you do have to do
these things. None of them are a get-out-of-fail free card, sweeping all of the
GDPR away. Aside from the National Security and special purposes

exemptions, you can guarantee that the exemptions have no effect on
minimisation, accuracy, retention or security. You will need to ensure that all
of these are done properly.
Lawful basis

The first GDPR principle requires you to identify a condition from Article 6
(and for special categories data, an exemption from Article 9). Only the
special purposes exemption might remove the need to have a lawful basis.
Even if your exemption removes the requirement for fairness and
transparency, you will still need a sound legal basis to use the data.
How the exemptions work

The exemptions follow a formula. The DPA lists a series of ‘provisions’ (i.e.
GDPR requirements). Then it sets out the exemptions to which these
provisions apply. The first set of listed provisions includes all of the data
subject rights including transparency, the first principle insofar as it applies to
fairness and transparency, and the second principle. In effect, this means that
data can be used secretly, the subject has no control over it, and the original
purpose for obtaining the data is irrelevant. These provisions apply to crime
and taxation matters, immigration control and disclosures required for legal
purposes (I am paraphrasing a lot here, this one is big).
The exemption only works if the two sides are in conflict. You can only set
aside one or more of the listed provisions if the subject matter of the
exemption will be prejudiced. This means that an exemption should not be
used if doing what you would normally do (e.g. fairness or subject access) will
not interfere with the stated purpose.
Citing exemptions

Staff at the Information Commissioner sometimes state or imply that when
you use an exemption (particularly when dealing with a subject access
request), you must explain that exemption to the data subject. This approach
mirrors the Freedom of Information Act 2000, where explaining which
exemption has been applied and why is nearly always a legal requirement.
The Data Protection Act 2018 does not require you to tell the subject that an
exemption has been used. This does not mean that you should not do so but
it is important to understand that it is up to the organisation whether it is the
right thing to do. The Information Commissioner cannot force you to do so.

SUMMARY OF THE DPA 2018 EXEMPTIONS
Section
Sch2, Pt1,
S2

Purpose
Prevention or detection of
crime, apprehension +
prosecution of offenders,
taxation

Sch2, Pt1,
S4

Maintenance of immigration
controls, investigation of
activities that might undermine
such controls

Sch2, Pt1,
S5

Publication required by law

Disclosures required by law or
for legal proceedings, or
obtaining legal advice

Section
Sch2, Pt2,
S7

Purpose
Functions to protect the public
(i.e. usually those of regulators)

Exempt from
All rights including
transparency, principle 1
(except lawful basis),
principle 2 (purpose
limitation), notification of
data breach to subjects
All rights including
transparency, principle 1
(except legal basis), principle
2 (purpose limitation)

Aim of exemption
Secret processing, removal of rights /
control from subject, ability to reuse
data regardless of original purpose

Test?
Will applying these GDPR provisions
prejudice one of the named
purposes? For example, will it be
harder for the police

Secret processing, removal of rights /
control from subject, ability to reuse
data regardless of original purpose

Will operating GDPR in the normal
way prejudice these activities?

All rights including
transparency, principle 1
(except lawful basis),
principle 2 (purpose
limitation)
All rights including
transparency, principle 1
(except lawful basis),
principle 2 (purpose
limitation)
Exempt from
All subject rights including
transparency + principle 1
(except lawful basis)

Secret processing, removal of rights /
control from subject, ability to reuse
data regardless of original purpose

Publication will be prejudiced by the
normal operation of these GDPR
rights

Secret processing, removal of rights /
control from subject, ability to reuse
data regardless of original purpose

Relevant GDPR provision will prevent
the disclosure

Aim of exemption
Secret processing, removal of rights /
control from subject

Test?
Prejudice to the purpose

Sch2, Pt2,
S8

Functions of state appointed
auditors

Sch2, Pt2,
S9

Functions of the Bank of
England

Sch2, Pt2,
S10

Complaints processes for legal
services, NHS and children’s
services
Wide variety of specific
regulators’ purposes

Sch2, Pt2,
S11
Sch2, Pt2,
S13

Parliamentary privilege

Section
Sch2, Pt2,
S14

Purpose
Judicial appointments,
proceedings etc

Sch2, Pt2,
S15

Crown honours and
appointments

Sch2, Pt3,
S16

Protecting rights of third parties
mentioned in data to be
disclosed
Legal professional privilege

Sch2, Pt4,
S19

All subject rights including
transparency + principle 1
(except lawful basis)
All subject rights including
transparency + principle 1
(except lawful basis)
All subject rights including
transparency + principle 1
(except lawful basis)
All subject rights including
transparency + principle 1
(except lawful basis)

Secret processing, removal of rights /
control from subject

Prejudice to the purpose

Secret processing, removal of rights /
control from subject

Prejudice to the purpose

Secret processing, removal of rights /
control from subject

Prejudice to the purpose

Secret processing, removal of rights /
control from subject

Prejudice to the purpose

All subject rights including
transparency + principle 1
(except lawful basis)
Exempt from
All subject rights including
transparency + principle 1
(except lawful basis)
All subject rights including
transparency + principle 1
(except lawful basis)
Subject access

Secret processing, removal of rights /
control from subject

Prejudice to the purpose

Aim of exemption
Secret processing, removal of rights /
control from subject

Test?
Prejudice to the purpose

Secret processing, removal of rights /
control from subject

Prejudice to the purpose

Protecting the rights esp.
confidentiality of other people

Transparency and subject
access

Awareness of whether and how data is
being processed

Balance between subject’s right and
those of the other people whose
data might be affected
Ensuring that the data is indeed
privileged (i.e. from a qualified
lawyer, advice on a legal matter)

Sch2, Pt4,
S20
Sch2, Pt4,
S21
Sch2, Pt4,
S22

Self-incrimination
Corporate Finance
Management forecasts

Transparency and subject
access
Transparency and subject
access
Transparency and subject
access

Awareness of whether and how data is
being processed
Awareness of whether and how data is
being processed
Awareness of whether and how data is
being processed

Validity of self-incrimination claim
Likelihood of an effect on market
prices
Prejudice to the conduct of the
business

Section
Sch2, Pt4,
S23
Sch2, Pt4,
S24
Sch2, Pt4,
S25
Sch2, Pt5,
S26

Purpose
Records of the intentions of the
data controller in any
negotiations with the subject
Confidential references

Exam scripts & marks
Journalistic, academic, artistic
and literary purposes

Exempt from
Transparency and subject
access

Aim of exemption
Awareness of whether and how data is
being processed

Test?
Prejudice to the negotiations

Transparency and subject
access
Transparency and subject
access
Most GDPR provisions

Awareness of whether and how data is
being processed
Awareness of whether and how data is
being processed
Potential for very wide exemption
from almost all GDPR elements except
security
Limits on access to and control over
data

No test

Sch2, Pt6,
S27

Research and statistics

Subject access, rectification,
restriction and objection

Sch2, Pt6,
S28

Archiving in the public interest

Limits on access to and control over
data

Sch3, Pt2,
S3
Sch3, Pt2,
S4

Health data processed by a
court
Health data: subject right
exercised by someone with
parental responsibility or other
responsible adult
Purpose
Subject access requests for
health data where serious harm
to applicant or other may occur

Subject access, rectification,
restriction, portability and
objection
All data subject rights
including transparency
All data subject rights
including transparency

Exempt from
Subject access

Aim of exemption
Data is not disclosed to the subject

Section
Sch3, Pt2,
S5

Subject rights do not apply
Subject rights do not apply

No test
Incompatibility of GDPR compliance
with public interest in publication
Compliance with the relevant
provisions will seriously impair the
purpose of the research
Compliance with the relevant
provisions will seriously impair the
archiving purpose
Interests of subject require
application of exemption
Interests or wishes of the subject
require application of exemption

Test?
Serious harm will be caused to the
physical or mental health of the
applicant or someone else in the
opinion of a health professional

Sch3, Pt3,
S9
Sch3, Pt3,
S10

Sch3, Pt3,
S11
Sch3, Pt4,
S18
Sch3, Pt4,
S19
Sch3, Pt5,
s21
Section
Sch3, Pt5,
s3
Sch3, Pt5,
s4
Sch3, Pt5,
s5

Social work data processed by a
court
Social work data: subject right
exercised by someone with
parental responsibility or other
responsible adult
Subject access requests for
health data where serious harm
to applicant or other may occur
Educational records processed
by a court
Subject access requests for
health data where serious harm
to applicant or other may occur
Child abuse data

All data subject rights
including transparency
All data subject rights
including transparency

Subject rights do not apply

Subject access

Data is not disclosed

All data subject rights
including transparency
Subject access

Subject rights do not apply

Subject access

Data is not disclosed

Purpose
Adoption records

Exempt from
Subject access

Aim of exemption
Data is not disclosed

Serious harm will be caused to the
physical or mental health of the
applicant or someone else
Interests of subject require
application of exemption
Serious harm will be caused to the
physical or mental health of the
applicant or someone else
Interests of subject require
application of exemption
Test?
Law requires data to be withheld

Statements of special
educational needs
Parental order records and
reports

Subject access

Data is not disclosed

Law requires data to be withheld

Subject access

Data is not disclosed

Law requires data to be withheld

Subject rights do not apply

Data is not disclosed

Interests of subject require
application of exemption
Interests or wishes of the subject
require application of exemption

DPA 1998 exemptions and their 2018 equivalents

DCMS tried their best to replicate the DPA 1998 exemptions where that was
possible – this table shows how well they achieved that objective.
Exemption in DPA 1998

DPA 2018 equivalent

S29 – crime and taxation

Sch 2, Part 1, Section 2

S30 (and associated statutory
Sch 3, Parts 1 – 4, Sections 1 – 20
instruments) – health, education
and social work
S31 – regulatory purposes
Sch 2, Part 1, Section 7, 10, 11
S32 – journalism, literature & art Sch 2, Part 5, Section 26
S33 – research

Sch 2, Part 6, Sections 27 – 28

S34 – mandatory publication

Sch 2, Part 1, Section 5(1)

S35 – disclosures for legal
Sch 2, Part 1, Section 5(2 – 5)
purposes
Section 36 – domestic purposes Article 3 of GDPR
Schedule 7 exemptions –
various exemptions to SARs
including references and exam
results

Sch 2, Part 2, Section 13 – 15
+
Sch 2, Part 4, Sections 19 – 25

Interesting SAR Court cases
Please note that you are not expected to read these cases in order to participate in the
course. As with the ICO’s guidance and the exemptions, the more you know about them,
the more options you might have in the course, but the main aim of including the list of
them here is in case you want to do some research into how the courts, rather than the ICO,
have handled SAR cases.
Durant vs Financial Services Authority [2003] EWCA Civ 1746

Although repudiated somewhat by the 2014 Edem case, Durant had an enormous and
controversial influence over the implementation of the Data Protection Act 1998 and led to
a more conservative interpretation of personal data than anyone (including the EU and the
ICO) expected. ‘Biographical significance’ has now been relegated (see Edem for more) but
there is still helpful guidance in Durant about the need to see what the focus of information
is.
Ezsias v The Welsh Ministers: QBD 23 Nov 2007

Ezsias is one of the first cases that allowed controllers to take into account of proportionality
and reasonableness when searching for data in a SAR. Perhaps using a slightly elastic
interpretation of the concept of ‘disproportionate effort’, Ezsias saw a court supporting a
controller who resisted a demand to search everywhere for everything.
Gurieva & Anor v Community Safety Development (UK) Ltd [2016] EWHC 643 (QB)

A very interesting case which goes in favour of the applicants (not a common outcome in
the courts), Gurieva sees the court showing scepticism about automatic demands for ID and
a blanket approach to exemptions. There is also helpful guidance about the difference
between SARs (which get you data) and the court process (which might get you
documents).
Ittihadieh v 5-11 Cheyne Gardens RTM Company Ltd and others [2017] EWCA Civ 121

Worth reading for several elements, but most of all for the Court of Appeal’s view that
subject access searches do not require that “no stone is left unturned”. As with Durant
many years before, Ittihadieh reinforces the idea that the presence of a person’s name in a
document does not make that document the individual’s personal data.
Lees v Lloyds Bank Plc [2020] EWHC 2249 (Ch)

Another helpful case where the applicant lost, this case shows judicial disapproval of
repetitive SARs, which the judge sees as an abuse of process.
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THE REQUEST
FROM:

TO:
Cc:
SUBJECT:

Jenny Francis
“GDPR DPOs”

SENT: Jan 15th, 2020

FW: Subject access request

Hello DPOs!
I had a quick chat with Brian and he said just forward this request to you all and see what
you make of it. It might be worth speaking to him as I’ve given him some of the background
as well.
The applicant is very likely to challenge our decision, so I want our approach to be
watertight in every way you can think of. I want to cover our backs. But I also want to
protect the rights of the other people involved in this case – they’re all employees of this
University and they’re all members of my team. We have a duty of care towards them, and
to be honest, they know their rights too. We can’t make a mess of this.
Let me know what I need to do with this request. To be clear, we’ve done nothing so far,
and I’d appreciate a quick answer. What do we need to do right now, and what do I need
to be thinking about further down the track?
Grateful for your advice as soon as you can!
Speak soon
Jenn
From my iPhone
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Barrington J. Savage (savageb147@gmail.com)
Jenny.Francis@langley.ac.uk
Astrid.Spinnenmann@langley.ac.uk
Subject access request

FROM:
TO:
Cc:
SUBJECT:

SENT: Jan 15th, 2020

Jenny,
As you know, I am currently facing a totally unreasonable and disgraceful attempt to sack
me after Ash Madani assaulted me in the office. In order to prepare my defence for the
forthcoming hearing, I want to request the following information under the Data Protection
Act 2018.
I would like to request a FULL disclosure of all files, notes, emails, CCTV images, WhatsApp
messages and any other documents held on or about myself.
This should include (but is not limited to):
•
•

•
•

•
•

A complete copy of my personnel file held by HR
A complete copy of any personal data held about my current disciplinary case
held either in HR, by my manager Mindy Sherwood, the IG Manager Shelley
Cross or the Head of Risk and Compliance, Jenny Francis
Any email held by the University mentioning my name between August 30th,
2015 and today’s date
Any WhatsApp message sent about me by my colleagues in any part of the IG
section – this includes messages held on work phones used by any member of
the IG section, and personal phones held by any IG section members. I have
seen work-related communications between Britt Spellman and Dot Seale on
WhatsApp
CCTV images from November 1st, 2019 from the open-plan work area and the
foyer of the Thomas Building
Any other personal data held about me by the University

l am fully aware that if for any reason any documents are withheld, that you are required to
explain to myself both what they are and why they are being withheld
Yours truly,
Barry Savage
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BACKGROUND
Your boss is Brian Taylor, an old-school data protection officer, and the chat he had
with Jenn filled in all the blanks that she didn’t want to put into an email.

Barry Savage works in the Customer Relations team of the University’s
Risk and Compliance Department. His job title is Compliance Analyst, but in
practice he works on answering FOI requests. Barry thinks he should be the Data
Protection Officer, having applied for the job when it was advertised in 2018. He
didn’t get it and bears a serious grudge against the University in general, and Jenny
and Mindy in particular, who he suspects conspired to prevent him from getting the
job. In reality, Barry just isn’t very good at the job.
Barry is currently suspended after a fight broke out between himself and another
member of the team, Ash. Barry thinks he is an expert at Data Protection and is
much cleverer and more talented than everyone around him, especially his boss
Mindy, who is the well-meaning but somewhat anxious Head of the Breaches team.
Complaints have dogged Barry throughout his time at the LANGLEY.

•

•

•

In 2017, Barry sent an email about Mindy calling her a ‘dimwit’ to his
colleague. Unfortunately, Barry accidentally sent the message to Mindy rather
than to his friend Lee who works in the finance department.
In 2018, he got into an argument on the phone with an FOI applicant who he
called a variety of obscene, derogatory and offensive names. Outgoing calls
are recorded in some circumstances and the University holds a recording of
the call.
Barry has several times been accused of smoking weed on his breaks, and
working while high
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Allegation received

Informal stage

Informal meeting

Issue not resolved

Issue resolved
Process ends

Investigation

Formal stage

No case to answer

Possible case to
answer

Process ends

Hearing

Appeal

•
•
•

•

Any suspension must be approved by Senior HR officer in advance
HR must approve any investigation
Interviews must be conducted / witness statements taken only by HR investigators
with staff given the opportunity to be accompanied by union or other
representative
Breach of procedure may invalidate disciplinary process; decision on how to
proceed will be taken by Head of Human Resources
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Jenny
Francis
Head of Risk
and
Compliance

Shelley
Cross
IG Manager

David Kim
FOI Team
Manager

Mindy
Sherwood
Breaches Team
Manager

Ellis Gray
SAR Team
Manager

Keith Fox
Samia Qureshi
Britt Spellman

Barry Savage
Ash Madani
Dorothy Seale

Judith
Sigmundsdottir
Jane Wilson
Jo Hardy
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UNFOUNDED EMAILS
FROM:
TO:
Cc:
SUBJECT:

Jenny Francis (R&C)
Astrid Spinnenman (HR)

SENT: 8.02pm, Jan 15th, 2020

RE: Subject Access Request

Hello DPOs!
My colleague Astrid has – against my wishes – consulted Mr Masterman at Dial a DPO again, despite
the consent disaster last time. Honestly, if I could make this request go away, I would make it go
away. What do you think? Can we actually do this?
Best
Jenn
From my iPhone
FROM:
TO:
Cc:
SUBJECT:

Jenny Francis (R&C)
Astrid Spinnenman (HR)

SENT: 7.15pm, Jan 15th, 2020

RE: Subject Access Request

Astrid,
I do not have confidence in Mr Masterman’s advice. I still bear the scars of his long and fruitless
obsession with getting consent from the students to mark their exams. However, there seems to be
some basis to this. I will ask the GDPR team and see what their view is.
I appreciate that your acknowledgement that this is my decision, so I want to emphasise that no
correspondence should be sent to Barry about this request, except from my office.
Regards
Jenn
Sent from my iPhone

FROM:
TO:
Cc:
SUBJECT:

Astrid Spinnenman (HR)
Jenny Francis (R&C)

SENT: 7.00pm, Jan 15th, 2020

FW: RE: Subject Access Request

Hi Jenny
Hope you’re well.
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I know that Mike isn’t officially the University’s DPO, and you’ve expressed reservations about my
seeking his advice before. I understand that our approach to this request is ultimately your decision.
However, I think Mike has a good idea here and we would be foolish not to discuss it. Please can we
discuss.
Best
Astrid
FROM:
TO:
Cc:
SUBJECT:

Mike Masterman
Astrid Spinnenmann (HR)

SENT: 6.00pm, Jan 15th, 2020

RE: Subject Access Request

Astrid,
Thanks very much for your email.
As our Korean friends might say, business is war. This is the opening salvo. It is vital not to panic and
dive for cover. You need to take the fight to the opposition. Show your metal. Do not stand down.
My advice is as follows:
Our Mr Savage is in the course of legal action against the University. We should call his bluff. There
are multiple course cases stretching back to the Durant judgment of 2003 which say that it is an
abuse of purpose to use subject access as part of a legal process. It is clearly a reasonable argument
to refuse Mr Savage’s request as ‘manifestly unfounded’. He is fishing for information, and you
should resist this.
The worst thing that could happen is that you refuse his request, he complains to the Information
Commissioner and then months from now, they tell you to answer his request.
If you require any further detail, please let me know. I attach our standard text for an unfounded
refusal.
Yours as always
Mike
Mike Masterman
Worldwide Global DPO Coordinator
Dial a DPO
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POST FIGHT EMAILS
FROM:
TO:
Cc:
SUBJECT:

Barney Castle (HR)
Astrid Spinnenmann (HR)

SENT: 8.02pm, Nov 1st, 2019

RE: FW: Barry Savage

The fact that Mindy Sherwood might have just contravened the disciplinary process
with that idiot Savage or the fact that you just inadvertently shared your views about
the IG team being totally useless with the Head of Risk and Compliance, who
already hates your guts?
Neither is ideal, to be honest. Don’t see her tomorrow. I’ll see if I can smooth things
over.
B
FROM:
TO:
Cc:
SUBJECT:

Astrid Spinnenmann (HR)
Barney Castle (HR)

SENT: 7.57pm, Nov 1st, 2019

FW: Barry Savage

TELL NO-ONE ABOUT THIS!!!!!!!
Just forwarded this thread to Chuffing Francis!!!!! How bad is it??!!??

FROM:
TO:
Cc:
SUBJECT:

Jenny Francis (R&C)
Astrid Spinnenmann (HR)

SENT: 7.49pm, Nov 1st, 2019

RE: FW: RE: FW: Barry Savage

Astrid,
Any time after 8.30am is fine. See you then.
I will stay off the wine.
Jenn
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FROM:
TO:
Cc:
SUBJECT:

Astrid Spinnenmann (HR)
Jenny Francis (R&C)

SENT: 7.35pm, Nov 1st, 2019

FW: RE: FW: Barry Savage

Hi Jenn
Hope you’re well?
Sorry for the out of hours email but can we have a chat about this Barry Savage
situation tomorrow first thing? When’s good? I’ll come to you.
Best
Astrid

FROM:
TO:
Cc:
SUBJECT:

Astrid Spinnenman (HR)
Phil Gough (HR)

SENT: 7.30pm, Nov 1st, 2019

RE: FW: Barry Savage

JESUS CHUFFING CHRIST!!!!!!!
CHUFFING HELL!!!>>>
These CHUFFING IG nerds again!!!!!!!!! Bunch of morons!!!!!! Thick chuffers!!!!!
I am going to paint the chuffing walls with them!!!!!
SIGH!!!!! ALL WE CHUFFING NEED!!!!
Are they on the chuffing wine all day??!!!??
AS
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FROM:
TO:
Cc:
SUBJECT:

Phil Gough (HR)
Astrid Spinnenman (HR)

SENT: 7.15pm, Nov 1st, 2020

FW: Barry Savage

FYI. Could be a problem. Will see how bad tomorrow.
Phil
From my iPhone
FROM:
TO:
Cc:
SUBJECT:

Mindy Sherwood (R&C)
Phil Gough (HR)
Jenny Francis (R&C); Shelley Cross (R&C)
Barry Savage

SENT: 7.00pm, Nov 1st, 2020

Hi Phil
I’m emailing to tell you that I’ve suspended Barry Savage this afternoon. A fight
broke out between him and Ash Madani in the office this afternoon. Nobody was
hurt; it was apparently just a lot of beta male flapping and swearing and they hardly
landed a blow on each other. I missed most of it, but I’ve spoken to the staff and he
obviously started it. I’m just sick and tired of him. He got dumped on me by Shelley
and he’s been a drag on the whole team. I’ve said before that we should drop him
and if what I’m hearing is right, this is the best chance we’re going to get. We need
to get rid of him.
Just letting you know. We need to arrange a meeting for tomorrow as early as
possible.
And now: WINE
Mindy
Mindy Sherwood
SAR and Breaches Team Manager
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HR IS CONFIDENTIAL
FROM:
TO:
Cc:
SUBJECT:

Jenny.Francis@LANGLEY.ac.uk
“GDPR DPOs”

SENT: 11.01am, Jan 24th, 2020

FW: Search request

Hello DPOs!
I’m pretty sure that I know the answer to this one, but I have been asked to take a
“cooperative approach” with my colleagues and so I am forwarding this to you for
advice. I think she has been talking to her friend Mr Masterman.
Let me know what you think
Jenn
FROM:
TO:
Cc:
SUBJECT:

Astrid.Spinnenmann@LANGLEY.ac.uk
Jenny.Francis@LANGLEY.ac.uk

SENT: 10.00am, Jan 24th, 2020

Search request

Hi Jenny
Hope you’re well.
I am very concerned about your request for access to the HR Helper system,
especially for the request for access to material in the Disciplinary Module.
The work we do here in Hlangleyn Resources are confidential. The whole HR
system, and all of the data that is stored within it is covered by a clear duty of
confidentiality. I cannot countenance the violation of this clear principle of
confidentiality over our work.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Best wishes
Astrid
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MANAGER TO MANAGER EMAIL
FROM:
Mindy Sherwood (R&C)
TO:
Shelley Cross (R&C)
Cc:
SUBJECT:
RE: BS
CONFIDENTIAL

SENT: 6.14pm, 12th Sep 2018

We’re all stuck with him, Mindy. Just take it on the chin for now and we’ll see what
happens. He’s talked about getting another job, and I am more than happy to write
a glowing reference just to get him off our hands.
I’ll talk to Dave about maybe swapping Keith for Britt or Dot. He won’t want to lose
either of them but it’s a fair point and I think he’ll find plenty to keep Keith
occupied.
Shell
FROM:
Mindy Sherwood (R&C)
TO:
Shelley Cross (R&C)
Cc:
SUBJECT:
Teams
CONFIDENTIAL

SENT: 5.07pm, 12th Sep 2018

Hi Shelley
I understand that you have to juggle things and you’re in an awkward position, but I
have to say again that I’m not happy with the team situation. I feel like we’ve got
some great staff, some OK staff and two idiots and I’ve got both of them. I can work
with Keith. I can find simple tasks and keep an eye on him, and it’s not a good use
of my time but somehow we ended up with him and I wish we didn’t but we’re stuck
with him now and I accept that. Ellis and Dave have more donkey work and so I
think they deserve to get the donkey. But Barry is useless. It’s not that he’s stupid so
much as he is lazy and bitter and getting him to do anything is next to impossible.
He still thinks the DPO role should be in-house and that hare-brained JD he wrote is
a brilliant idea. He thinks it should be him, and he’s never going to forgive Jenny for
not taking him seriously. I don’t want to pay the price for that.
NOT HAPPY!
Mindy
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MANAGERS BS
FROM:
TO:
Cc:
SUBJECT:

David Kim (R&C)
Mindy Sherwood (R&C)

SENT: 8.07pm, 14th Aug 2019

BS

I will say it again: consistent poor work is misconduct. If he is not doing the job, you
can do something about it. At least arrange a meeting with HR.
Don’t let it get you down.
D

FROM:
TO:
Cc:
SUBJECT:

Mindy Sherwood (R&C)
David Kim (R&C)

SENT: 7.46pm, 14th Aug 2019

BS

Hi Dave
Thanks for the chat earlier. It helped put a lot of things into perspective. I know it
was just a rant but he’s impossible to deal with sometimes. It’s just constant
disrespect and frankly, bloody awful work. I can’t give him anything to do without
getting someone else to check it first. I’d love to get rid of him but there’s nothing
concrete. The FOI thing was a while ago and I should have capitalised on it when I
had the chance.
Anyway, it’s really helpful to have a shoulder to cry on. Onwards and upwards!
Cheers
Mindy
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STAFF: WEED
FROM:
Britt Spellman (R&C)
TO:
Dot Seale (R&C)
Cc:
SUBJECT:
RE: What’s that smell?
CONFIDENTIAL

SENT: 2.22pm, 1st July 2019

I’m opening a window.
FROM:
Dot Seale (R&C)
TO:
Britt Spellman (R&C)
Cc:
SUBJECT:
RE: What’s that smell?
CONFIDENTIAL

SENT: 2.21pm, 1st July 2019

It’s Barry. It’s always Barry. Keith’s not the sharpest tool in the box but he’s not daft enough to work
when he’s high.
FROM:
TO:
Cc:
SUBJECT:

Britt Spellman (R&C)
Dot Seale (R&C)

SENT: 2.19pm, 1st July 2019

RE: What’s that smell?

That doesn’t narrow it down, babe.
FROM:
TO:
Cc:
SUBJECT:

Dot Seale (R&C)
Britt Spellman (R&C)

SENT: 2.15pm, 1st July 2019

RE: What’s that smell?

Could it be the moron who’s been staring at his screen for 20 minutes doing absolutely nothing?
FROM:
TO:
Cc:
SUBJECT:

Britt Spellman (R&C)
Dot Seale (R&C)

SENT: 2.09pm, 1st July 2019

RE: What’s that smell?

Gosh, it’s so strong. Who is it?
FROM:
TO:
Cc:
SUBJECT:

Dot Seale (R&C)
Britt Spellman (R&C)

SENT: 2.07pm, 1st July 2019

What’s that smell?

Someone had a joint for lunch
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STAFF TO MANAGERS
FROM:
TO:
Cc:
BCC:
SUBJECT:

Jenny Francis (R&C)
Mindy Sherwood (R&C)

SENT: 2.01pm, Oct 1st, 2019

Shelley Cross (R&C)
RE: Staffing issues

Mindy,
I’m sorry to say but they have a point. We’ve spoken about BS before and my view was that we
needed to tackle it head on. You told me that it could be handled through normal supervision.
Honestly, I don’t think that has worked. Barry is still not pulling his weight and whatever the
consequences of tackling that are, we need to face up to them.
Jenn
FROM:
TO:
Cc:
BCC:
SUBJECT:

SENT: 12.12pm, Oct 1st, 2019
Dot Seale (R&C)
Britt Spellman (R&C)
Ash Madani (R&C); Jane Wilson (R&C); Judith Sigmundsdottir
(R&C);
Samia Qureshi (R&C)

RE: Staffing issues

LOL. You’d have to shoot the VC to get sacked in this place. I’m sick of One Rule for Barry and
another for the rest of us.
FROM:
TO:
Cc:
BCC:
SUBJECT:

SENT: 12.05pm, Oct 1st, 2019
Britt Spellman (R&C)
Dot Seale (R&C)
Ash Madani (R&C); Jane Wilson (R&C); Judith Sigmundsdottir
(R&C);
Samia Qureshi (R&C)

RE: Staffing issues

OMG you are awesome and also sacked
FROM:
TO:
Cc:
BCC:
SUBJECT:

Mindy Sherwood (R&C)
Dot Seale (R&C)

SENT: 11.58am, Oct 1st, 2019

Britt Spellman (R&C); Ash Madani (R&C); Jane Wilson (R&C); Judith Sigmundsdottir
(R&C); Samia Qureshi (R&C)
RE: Staffing issues

Mindy, I expect you to do your job.
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FROM:
TO:
Cc:
BCC:
SUBJECT:

Mindy Sherwood (R&C)
Dot Seale (R&C)

SENT: 11.20am, Oct 1st, 2019

RE: Staffing issues

Honestly, you know the stress I’ve been going through, and you copied Jenny into this? What can I
do? Seriously, what do you expect me to do, Dot?
FROM:
TO:
Cc:
BCC:
SUBJECT:

SENT: 11.00am, Oct 1st, 2019
Dot Seale (R&C)
Mindy Sherwood (R&C); Shelley Cross (R&C)
David Kim (R&C); Ellis Gray (R&C); Jenny Francis (R&C)
Britt Spellman (R&C); Ash Madani (R&C); Jane Wilson (R&C); Judith Sigmundsdottir
(R&C); Samia Qureshi (R&C)
Staffing issues

Hi both
Most of the Compliance Analysts had a meeting yesterday, and I volunteered to feed back to you
what was said. I know that know how we feel, and you’ve said in the past that you’re going to tackle
it, but I don’t think anyone believes that this is likely to happen.
The problem is with Barry. He is not pulling his weight, and he makes working in the IG section
oppressive and unpleasant. Every team has targets, and we all have to meet them. We all do, except
Barry. He misses his target for closing cases every month, we all know he does, and there are no
consequences. He’s rude, he’s unhelpful, and he’s genuinely unpleasant to be around. There are
days when I dread coming into work because I know I have to work on something with Barry (or
should I say, do my own work and also his so that we don’t get criticised).
The attitude from both of you is that Barry is Barry and it’s hard to deal with. If any of the rest of us
fall behind or don’t do what you expect, we get the guilt treatment. We’re made to feel like we’re
letting you down. But neither of you will deal with Barry, and it’s wrong, and we shouldn’t have to
put up with it. We expect the standards that apply to some of us to apply to all of us.
Regards
Jo
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Statement by Keith Fox, Compliance Analyst, FOI Team, IG Group, Risk and Compliance
Department, 14th November 2020
Statement based on notes made by Paul Gough, Investigation Officer, HR Department

My name is Keith Gordon Fox. I am a Compliance Analyst working in the FOI Team. I joined
the IG Section in 2018 and have worked in the FOI Team ever since.
I didn’t see anything. I could tell that there was some kind of argument happening
somewhere, but I didn’t really understand what was going on. I just focused on doing my
work.
NOTE: Keith was reminded that there is CCTV in the office where the fight took place.

It was brilliant. I missed the start of it because I was in the Gents but I walked back into the
office and they were going at it, slapping each other and Ash trying to fend Barry off with a
chair. Ash kept dancing about letting Barry try to slap him and miss. Barry was obviously
more into it than Ash, but he was just too slow and he couldn’t get anywhere.
Barry picked up a copy of the Data Protection Act and tried to hit Ash with it but Ash
grabbed it and threw it at Barry’s head. He missed and it landed a bit close to Britt and that
took them both out of it for a minute. Then Ash lost his chair so he managed to grab Barry’s
tie and it looked like he was going to lamp Barry, but then Mindy walked in because she
had heard all of the noise and kicked off big time. I went back to my desk when I saw her
coming and she was losing it. I’ve never heard her swear before.
I spent all morning with my earphones in so honest to God, I didn’t hear how it started.
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Statement by Britt Spellman, Compliance Analyst, FOI Team, IG Group, Risk and
Compliance Department, 14th November 2020
Statement based on notes made by Paul Gough, Investigation Officer, HR Department

My name is Brittany Spellman. I am a Compliance Analyst working in the FOI Team. I joined
the IG Section in 2017. I started work on the Breaches team and transferred onto the FOI
Team last year.
We all work in the big open plan area and while usually the FOI teams sits together if the
desks aren’t already booked, we’re normally not far from the other IG teams. I like to sit
near Samia or Dot because we get on well. Having said that, Ash is very nice and he’s very
helpful if you need to ask for advice or a bit of help. I’ve never been very keen on Barry. I
don’t like to say bad things about people, but he’s really rude and obnoxious and he has
terrible breath. I mean, just awful. Like something died in his mouth and it’s still there. I
think it might be a medical problem. Is that a thing that people have? Like dogbreath?
NOTE: Britt was asked to think particularly about the day of the fight.

It was tense. You could cut the atmosphere with a knife. As soon as I came in, it was
obvious that something had already gone on. Ash and Barry don’t get on very well because
Ash is very conscientious and considerate, and Barry is a complete loser with no social skills
and that breath problem I mentioned before. It’s not a very harmonious combination.
I think Ash said something about Barry not logging breach cases properly and it made it
hard to find them in the system and then Barry said something about Ash doing something
uncomfortable that I don’t really want to say.
NOTE: Britt was informed that if she could remember any specific statements made by
either Ash or Barry, that would be helpful to the investigation.

Barry told Ash to “shove the breach system where the sun don’t shine, you sanctimonious
little ponce”.
It was very unprofessional. We all need to work together and I know the breach system is a
bit flaky but if you don’t put the right data in, it really is a nightmare to retrieve any records
afterwards.
Ash told Barry to piss off. Then Barry started to be very childish, putting on a silly voice and
telling Ash he should tell on him to Mindy. I told him to keep it down as he was being very
loud and unpleasant, and he told me to mind my own business. He did go quiet for a little
while, but I could tell he was still seething.
It went quiet for an hour or so, and then Barry jumped up out of his seat and started
shouting at Ash. He called him a grass and a pathetic little gerbil, and he started walking
around, shouting and pointing at Ash. I think Ash had emailed Mindy about the problem
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with the breaches database and Mindy had emailed Barry to ask him to find all the records
and log them according to the procedure. Barry kept saying “According to the procedure”,
“According to the procedure” like he was a parrot. It was really odd. He got really close to
Ash and kept saying it. Ash just sat there trying to ignore him, but Barry had completely
flipped out.
Ash was very calm, and he just said “If you don’t want to do your job, go ahead. Nobody
will notice. Just leave me alone so I can do mine.” It was very cool. And then Barry went
completely postal. He grabbed Ash by the collar and was roaring like a wild beast and he
definitely hit him at least once. Then Ash punched Barry in the stomach and he staggered
back.
Ash stood up and tried to keep his chair between himself and Barry, but Barry started to
chase him around trying to hit him. They both flapped their hands around a lot but I’m not
sure they landed many blows. Ash mainly kept the chair in between them. At one point,
Barry threw a copy of the Data Protection Act at Ash but he missed. It landed quite near me
and to be honest, if it had hit me, I would have thrown it back. It’s a really big book!
Eventually, Ash lost his grip on the chair, and Barry was really trying to hit him, so Ash
grabbed Barry’s tie and was about to really thump him, and that was when Mindy arrived.
And the whole time, I could smell Barry’s bad breath. So awful.
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Statement by Ash Madani, Compliance Analyst, Breaches Team, IG Group, Risk and
Compliance Department, 14th November 2020
Statement based on notes made by Paul Gough, Investigation Officer, HR Department

My name is Ash Madani. I am a Compliance Analyst working in the Breaches Team. I joined
the IG Section in 2019.
Barry and I have never got along. I’m not sure there’s anyone he really does get along with,
but he had a problem with me from the start, I think just because I was really upbeat about
the job and that irritated him for some reason. I ended up working in McDonalds when I left
Uni, and it was fine, it was a job but I wanted to use my brain and so working on FOI and
Data Protection seemed like an opportunity to do that.
We have clashed several times, always over work. There’s a specific way to log certain kinds
of cases for review by a manager or a follow-up, or an audit. The point is, depending on
what action you think we need to take, you need to code it right. Sometimes, Barry just
doesn’t bother. He’ll close things down in whatever way is quickest and there’s no
consistency. Half the time, I have to sort things out because he can’t be bothered. It’s just
more work for everyone else.
I was fixing some of them when he walked in, and he had an attitude from the start. I can’t
remember exactly what I said, but it probably wasn’t very polite and I have to take
responsibility for that. However, Barry’s reaction was to tell me to “shove the system up my
arse” and he called me “a sanctimonious little ponce”.
So I told him to piss off.
It was all downhill from there. He started talking in this weird childish voice, goading me to
tell Mindy about what he was doing. I had already decided that I would and I told him so.
He started shouting about it, and at this point, Britt told him to put a sock in it and he was
really rude back to her, I think he swore at her, but I could tell that he was a bit chastened.
I thought being rude to Britt was uncalled for, so I decided there and then to email Mindy
who was working in a different office. I should have said something a while ago; there was
already an email from Jo pointing out how useless Barry was, and so I thought that I should
show some backbone and deal with it.
Mindy replied to Barry, copying me in, telling him sort out every record, and go back for
months checking that it had all been done properly. Barry was on his feet straightaway and I
could tell this was going to be a problem. He was really red in the face and he was shouting
at the top of his voice calling me a grass and a gerbil for some reason. I don’t know why he
called me a gerbil, it doesn’t really make a lot of sense. He was furious, shouting about the
procedure over and over and waving his hands about. I bet in his mind this was some kind
of final straw, but all I was asking him to do was his job. I said as much. I said that I was sick
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of him messing us all about and if he didn’t want to do his job, he should stop expecting
everyone to carry him.
It wasn’t much of a fight, but that’s when it happened. He grabbed my shirt and I was able
to dodge his first punch, but he clipped my ear. He definitely punched my arm, and I think
the only time I hit him properly was when I swung my fist and hit him in the chest. I didn’t
want to fight him and so I grabbed my chair and tried to keep it between us. He kept
swinging and trying to hit or slap me. He was fuming and he was saying something but it
was barely comprehensible.
He threw a copy of the DPA at me but he missed and I think it nearly hit Britt. Whatever
happens, that was not acceptable. If it had hit Britt, it could have caused her an injury and
even if I’m responsible for some of this, she isn’t. I think that should be on record.
Barry was flapping about and I lost the chair so I could see that I was in trouble. Barry is
bigger than me and he was definitely going to try to hit me. I grabbed his tie, but I really
did not know what I was going to do. I guess I had a chance at punching him in the face,
but even in the heat of the moment I knew that I’d be in hot water if I did. I think Mindy
saved me more or less. At that point, she walked in. I think someone had called her. She
just marched up and said “STOP IT RIGHT NOW”. I dropped the tie and when I saw Barry
backing off, I sat down. Mindy told me to turn off my computer, put my coat on and go
home. I realised we were both in real trouble, so I did as I was told and went home.
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Statement by Mindy Sherwood, Manager, Breaches Team, IG Group, Risk and Compliance
Department, 14th November 2020
Statement based on notes made by Paul Gough, Investigation Officer, HR Department

I want to make it clear that I bear some responsibility for the current situation with
Barry. There have been problems with Barry and his attitude for some time. I didn’t
want him on my team, I didn’t want him in the department at all. The idea that he
could have been the Data Protection Officer when he is lazy, aggressive and rude. I
haven’t dealt with him properly, but I doubt anyone would be able to deal with him.
He’s useless and I wish we could just get rid of him.
A case in point is the email I got from Ash. It was a problem that we’d had before,
with Barry not logging cases properly. I just sent Barry a reply saying to fix it. I don’t
know if that set him off but I doubt it helped.
I was out of the office. I got a text from Britt and I saw Barry’s name and I have to
admit that I didn’t read it. Then I got a call from Samia; she just said that Barry and
Ash were fighting, so I rushed over. I was surprised to see that Ash looked like he
was about to hit Barry but as soon as I arrived and shouted at them to stop, it was
over.
I don’t think this is Ash’s fault. I think it’s really important to say that. This is Barry
and to some extent me.
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